DIGIEYE HARDWARE OPTIONS
SY-HD500-2,5

HARD DISK 500Gb 2,5’’ for COMPACT e 3A

SY-HD1000-2,5

HARD DISK 1Tb 2,5’’ for COMPACT and 3A

SY-HD1000-3,5

HARD DISK 1Tb 3,5’’ per 3A e 3G

SY-HD2000-3,5

HARD DISK 2Tb 3,5’’ for 3A e 3G

SY-HD3000-3,5

HARD DISK 3Tb 3,5’’ for 3A e 3G

SY-HD4000-3,5

HARD DISK 4Tb 3,5’’ for 3A e 3G

SY-HD8000-3.5

HARD DISK 8Tb 3,5’’ for 3A e 3G

SY-IO-PANEL-8/16

Single panel with external DIN rail terminal blocks with connection cable for 18 digital inputs or 18 digital
outputs; complete of 1,5m cable

SY-NET-IO-CONTROLLER

The DigiEye I/O expander on LAN/WAN network is an IP external accessory that allows to add I/O modular solutions (up to 24 I/O) in 3 groups of 8
I/O, to install up to 24 I/O anywhere in the network, to connect I/O to any DigiEye site remotely connected
and to view and manage the digital inputs and outputs from every local or remote console.

SY-NET-I-MODULE

Module of 8 digital inputs (to connect to the Net I/O Controller)

SY-NET-O-MODULE

Module of 8 digital outputs (to connect to the Net I/O Controller)

SY-NET-IO-PSU

220Vac - 12Vcc PSU for 1 Net I/O-Controller or 1 Net-O-Module

SY-3A-RACK-KIT

Rack mounting Kit 19”

SY-3G-RACK-KIT

Rack mounting Kit 19”

SY-3A-KE-EXP-SER

2 additional serial ports RS-485 for 3A

SY-CONVUSBRS485

CONV. 485 for COMPACT, 3A and 3G

SY-DGI-CVBS-OUT

Internal HW option for BNC-CVBS auxiliary video output. Compatible with all DIGIEYE systems.

SY-ADMDPHDMI

Converter MiniDisplay Port - HDMI

SY-ADMDPVGA

Converter MiniDisplay Port - VGA F

SY-ADMDPDVI

Converter MiniDisplay Port - DVI F

SY-ADMDPCVBS

Converter MiniDisplay Port - Converter

SY-ADVGACVBS

Converter VGA - Converter

SY-DGKEY-MULTIDROP

Keyboard to control multiple DigiEye systems, with joystick for Dome/PTZ control, jog-shuttle or playback
control, backlit display and function keys for control of I/O, monitor/scan display and recording.

SY-DGKEY-03

DCC PREMIUM dedicated keyboard, with joystick for Dome/PTZ control, LCD
display and other dedicated functionalities.

SY-DGKEY-01

Keyboard to control and operate with the DigiEye systems (to be connected via I/O to the DigiEye)

SY-RAIDSTORE-D10-8SS

Storage Linea Professional Desktop: SAS / 8-bay hot-swap, SAS / SATA HDD max. 3TB, RAID 0 (24 TB), RAID
5 (up to 21 TB). Compatibilità DigiEye: COMPACT, 3A e 3G

SY-RAIDSTORE-R1-8SS

Storage Linea Enterprise Rackmount: Rack-mount 2U, SAS / 8-bay hot-swap, SAS / SATA HDD max. 3TB,
RAID 0 (24 TB), RAID 5 (up to 21 TB). Compatibilità DigiEye: 3A e 3G

SY-RAIDSTORE-R1-12SS

Storage Range Enterprise Rackmount: Rack-mount 2U, SAS / 12-bay hot-swap, SAS / SATA HDD max. 3TB,
RAID 0 (36 TB), RAID 5 (up to 33 TB). Compatibility DigiEye: 3A e 3G

SY-RAIDSTORE-R1-16SS

Storage Range Enterprise Rackmount: Rack-mount 3U, SAS / 16-bay hot-swap, SAS / SATA HDD max. 3TB,
RAID 0 (48 TB), RAID 5 (up to 45 TB). Compatibility DigiEye: 3A e 3G
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DIGIEYE SOFTWARE OPTIONS
DIGIEYE DIGITAL SIGNAGE HD
Digital Signage allows to show informative and promotional messages on the auxiliary monitors connected to the
DigiEye systems. Compared to the traditional advertising media, this form of communication is more dynamic and
direct. It allows to send specific messages to defined targets and targeted customers; it also allows to update quickly
and efficiently the contents of the information to be communicated. Besides, the DigiEye Digital Signage is able to add
titling and information updated in real time (crawl) and to send out specific messages in case of emergency situations.
SY-DG-DS: Digital Signage integration that shows specific messages in case of emergency situations
DIGIEYE VCA FOR BUSINESS AND SECURITY INTELLIGENCE
The DigiEye VCA options are Video Analysis modules for Business and Security Intelligence that allow to respond in a
targeted manner to specific needs for security and statistics, do not require any additional hardware besides DigiEye
and can be activated on both analog and IP DigiEye video inputs.
VCA FEATURES FOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS
The DigiEye VCA Business Intelligence features have been primarily designed for surveillance in vertical applications
such as retail and public places. Their benefits go well beyond mere video security: the DigiEye VCA People Counting
and Heatmap functions allow, indeed, to count customers or visitors in retail places, museums, exhibitions or events
and to gather data on flows of people in order to measure performances of marketing campaigns, to be aware of the
most transited areas of a shop or public place, to optimize the space layout and staff turnovers, ... these VCA Business
Intelligence features help in providing not only security for people and goods, but also Business Intelligent elements
useful to management and marketing for decision-making and optimizations.
HEATMAP
Occupation of areas within the scene of interest. The statistics are available on the image of the scene: the “occupied
areas” are highlighted with different maps in pseudo colors providing some immediate and clear indications on which
are the “hottest” (i.e. the most popular) areas within the scene shown by the camera.
PEOPLE COUNTING
This funtion allows to count the number of persons passing through one or more virtual sensors. These virtual
sensors are defined on a camera image and are sensitive to transits in a given direction.
SY-DGI-BI-X: Software license for DigiEye VCA Business Intelligence features (Counting, Heatmap) on X video input(s)
for Digieye COMPACT/3A/3G
VCA FEATURES FOR SECURITY INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS
The DigiEye VCA Security Intelligence features allow to set virtual sensors able to detect suspicious situations such as
Line Crossing, Sterile Zone, Loitering and Abandoned/Removed Object, which will generate an alarm and alert the
operator.
SY-DGI-SI-X: Software license for DigiEye VCA Security Intelligence features (Line Crossing, Sterile Zone, Loitering and
Abandoned/Removed Object) on X video input(s) for Digieye COMPACT/3A/3G
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